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Previously these newsletters have published the content of two public
exhibitions focused on the teachings of J. Krishnamurti.  "To The Young" and
"World In Crisis".

These two exhibitions were developed by Vikram Parchure  a designer
exploring design as an instrument of social change and value education. He
had his formal training at the National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, and
has explored design in the context of diverse fields. He has been involved
with curriculum design in mainstream and progressive education, the design
of learners' aids in adult literacy and non-formal education programmes, the
design of conscience raising programmes for the socially oppressed, and the
teaching of value education through theatre. He innovated a pilot heritage
education programme near Chennai to address issues of cultural alienation
in contemporary society.

Vikram has developed a third exhibition entitled "The Only Revolution".  It
has been unable to be exhibited publicly due to restrictions caused by the
pandemic. However, a panel from the exhibition will be published in this
news letter over the coming months.

TheAnveekshanaFoundation
r.u.box5Inunglun,70<5u

Tel.:074257374,074257362
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Our thanks to Vikram Parchure and The Anveekshana Foundation, Thailand
for permission to show these panels.

Brockwood Park School
The Observer

The new Brockwood Observer is out now. This newsletter has been
regularly published within the School for 27 years. It is put together by
students and sta! and this latest issue is packed with topical articles,
stories, poems, artwork and photographs.

To read click here.

The Relevance of Krishnamurti's Teachings

https://brockwood.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Brockwood-Observer-Summer-2021.pdf?mc_cid=010948d34a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://brockwood.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Brockwood-Observer-Summer-2021.pdf?mc_cid=010948d34a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
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"If we have generations of young people who know how to slow things
down, just within themselves, that's going to be transformative." 
- Leah L.

Over the next issues of this newsletter five interviews from friends of
the Krishnamurti Foundation of America are presented with them
talking about the impact Krishnamurti's teachings have had in their
lives and how the teachings are relevant to young people and society
today.

Watch here.

 Krishnamurti Podcasts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7QmyDelnqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7QmyDelnqQ
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Second conversation with Keith Berwick
Keith Berwick is a four-time Emmy Award winning television
broadcaster, and senior fellow of the Aspen Institute. His career also
includes historian, educator, newspaper publisher and editor. He lives
in Santa Barbara, California.

This second interview was recorded in Los Angeles in 1983, two years
after the first. Themes include: What is a human being? What is an
individual? Clarity can only come into being when there is no confusion.
One must have physical security, but it is being denied because we
think in terms of tribalism. Disorder creates authority. Ambition,
jealousy, desire and pleasure are not love. What is intelligence? What is
thinking? Conscious meditation is determination, not meditation. To
meditate you must understand relationship. What is the root of desire?

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-in-conversation-with-keith-berwick-2/id1480713299?i=1000465420087
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Is there another instrument than thought? If thought has its right place,
then you can look.

Find more information online at kfoundation.org and on social media as
Krishnamurti Foundation Trust

Listen here

NOTE: For Microsoft Windows computers download iTunes for
Windows here to listen to the podcast

Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library Book Review

Total Freedom - The Essential Krishnamurti

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-in-conversation-with-keith-berwick-2/id1480713299?i=1000465420087
https://www.apple.com/nz/itunes/
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This book contains the essential writings of a man the Dalai Lama
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THE ESSENTIALKRISHNAMURTI

https://kanz.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=bf029bf7e2c8fc77ef022e92c&id=5729eb6455&e=c98f2b9f09
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described as "One of the Greatest Thinkers of the Age"

From the back cover -

" Total Freedom is both an introduction to Krishnamurti, and an
essential, comprehensive collection of his most profound writings and
talks. Including a wide variety of selections, from his early speeches to
his last journal, this book o!ers his insights into the nature of the self,
meditation, sex, love, and the mysteries of life and death. Here are his
core teachings that inspire us to recognise "Truth is a pathless land," to
accept no spiritual authority - not even himself - and to think critically,
that we may free our minds and see clearly on our own personal
journey ".

Total Freedom is a largish book published in 1996, and is a recent
addition to the Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library. It contains an
introduction by Prof Allan W Anderson, who held many dialogues with
K.

The following is from the forward by Professor, (in Social sciences),
Ralph Buultjens:

"Of all the sages and significant spiritual figures of modern times,
Krishnamurti has had the longest exposure - about sixty five years on
the stage of eminence. Yet, it is di"cult to assess his historical stature.
He is too close to us, and it is too early to know the full e!ect of his
teachings. After all for several decades  subsequent to his crucifixion,
there was little sign that Jesus Christ would make a major mark on
history"

Total Freedom" is just one of the many books available for free loan
from the Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library. The full list can be found
at https://www.kanz.org.nz/library

Showings of Krishnamurti
videos and group dialogues:

CHRISTCHURCH

https://kanz.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=bf029bf7e2c8fc77ef022e92c&id=5729eb6455&e=c98f2b9f09
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- contact Kyoko Giebel 03 329 4789 /
aakaasha@glenrowan.nz- monthly:
- contact Pauline Matsis 03 312 1470 /
paulinematsis@gmail.com

PALMERSTON NORTH
- contact Nadya Kaplyukova /
mua_mail@yahoo.com

HAMILTON
- contact: Clive Elwell 022 085 7184 /
clive.elwell@gmail.com

 
Postal lending book library -
https://www.kanz.org.nz/library

Virtual Online Krishnamurti
Study Centre
https://www.kanz.org.nz/virtual-

krishnamurti-study-centre

Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand
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